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Abstract
ArchOn is a new architecture-open, resource-driven, and layer-agnostic modelling method for large complex
computing systems focusing on system performance and survivability metrics, including speed, throughput, and
crucially, reliability. This paper describes first exploratory uses of ArchOn to model system operations under
uncertainties in both the environment and system components. The resource-driven nature of ArchOn allows the
modelling of uncertainty in terms of disruptions in the resource dependencies, which can relate to such real-world
issues as single event upsets (SEUs) in hardware. A system solving a typical image processing problem serves as
the example target system for this exploration.
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ABSTRACT
ArchOn is a new architecture-open, resource-driven, and layeragnostic modelling method for large complex computing systems
focusing on system performance and survivability metrics, including speed, throughput, and crucially, reliability. This paper describes first exploratory uses of ArchOn to model system operations under uncertainties in both the environment and system
components. The resource-driven nature of ArchOn allows the
modelling of uncertainty in terms of disruptions in the resource
dependencies, which can relate to such real-world issues as single
event upsets (SEUs) in hardware. A system solving a typical image processing problem serves as the example target system for
this exploration.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Translating integration scaling to performance growth is challenged by such factors as the utilization wall [6]. Processor clock
frequencies have not increased since 2005 despite increasing transistor speed [5]. Using multi-core to maintain the predictions of
Moore’s Law [4] will only delay the inevitable [3], as the nearthreshold computing (NTC) advantages are limited by such factors
as variability and reliability concerns when voltage is radically
scaled down. When other issues, such as reliability, are considered
in addition to performance in the context of increasing parallelism (e.g. increasing the number of cores), there is little concrete
research result to be found in the literature and the picture is even
more uncertain.
Modern computing systems, especially mobile and/or embedded systems, must deal with a high degree of uncertainty from
within the systems themselves and without in the environment.
Examples include the not-always predictable inherent physical parameters such as temperature, voltage, energy availability, external
noise, variability etc. and from unpredictable user demands.
This task requires appropriate means to reason about this vaguely
defined exploration space. The modelling and simulation methods are required to be open-ended with the capability of easily
extending the simulated platform’s functionality. We can’t rely on
some fixed architecture if we want to develop a universal solution.
In addition, since the interest of our research includes reliability
analysis, our models require formal specification and verification,
which can’t be done by simulations alone. Another important requirement for the framework is the ability to operate at different
layers of abstraction. Unlike conventional ideas of separating concerns cutting between the layers, our goal is to observe the system
as an intricate conglomeration of elements of different nature.
The ultimate goal of modelling is to provide convenient ways of
studying complex systems. Graph-based models have been used
in the human endeavour to reason about the world around us [2],
because most people respond well to graphically represented concepts. This popularity in turn caused a rich set of mathematical
techniques to develop within and around graph theory, which has
become a very powerful methodology for rigorous reasoning [7,

8]. For example, Petri Nets [9] and similar formalisms support
modelling for design and analysis with extensive tool support.
However, complex systems with many levels of abstraction tend
to present difficulties to these existing methods, especially when
cross-layer behaviours need to be investigated. Some researchers use intermediate frameworks, so that the process of modelling
becomes clear and insightful whilst still preserving a formal background [10].
ArchOn was developed to meet these challenges [11]. This paper describes the fundamentals of ArchOn, including its resourcedriven approach, which makes it straightforward to reason about
entities that can be regarded as resources (hardware, software, energy, time, etc.), and its graphical representation for convenience.
Previously, ArchOn has only been used to reason about energy,
performance and concurrency. In this work we start to explore uncertainty, including how it can be represented within the ArchOn
framework and what properties can be derived from simulating
these models.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 outlines the ArchOn
modelling framework. Section 3 proposes methods with which
uncertainty, including SEUs, may be represented in ArchOn and
how such representations relate to real-world issues. Section 4
gives a use-case example and outlines the plans for future work.
As this is on-going research, the results presented here are subject
to future revisions and developments.

2.

ARCHON ENVISIONED

The central subject of our method is the study of a computational platform comprising a number of diverse resources and the
way resources may be handled in order to realise a computation.
A resource is in this case an indivisible element required by the
system in order to change its state, and it is defined by its function
and availability in relation to this transition.
We propose to represent a system with a relation graph, consisting of a set of vertices and a set of edges. Each vertex represents a single resource and each edge represents a dependency
between two resources. We also view the system as a dynamic
set of resource relations: resources may become unavailable in
certain points in time, and the model must be able to capture this
behaviour. A dynamic model can be represented using the state
transition semantic, where the states are concrete resource allocations or configurations.
One of the applications of this approach is simulating hardware
running a software. In this case, the resources are concrete hardware units like ALU, MMU, etc. Resource states store unit data,
and the resource dependencies represent data transfer between the
units. During the simulation we can introduce faults: invalid set or
unset arcs in the resource graph. These might correspond to various hardware mishaps, we prefer to see them at the more abstract
level as resource relations not being ensured.
While building the simulation tool, in order to understand the
interaction between the modules, we have taken an unusual approach: “think hardware – make software”. We imagined that
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Figure 1: What a flexible architecture would look like in silicon? Making software design decisions while thinking in hardware terms.
we are to make a flexible hardware architecture. What would the
challenges be, and how should we overcome them? Just as FPGA
allows customisation at the scale of logic gates, our hypothetical
hardware must allow customisation at the scale of hardware modules. Although in our research we do not have an actual task to
deliver such a platform, this non-traditional thinking immediately
paid back with a number of original design decisions, giving a
better insight to the simulation software.
Figure 1 shows a communication-based hardware architecture
that could potentially emulate most cyber-physical systems. This
type of architecture is called transport-triggered architecture [1].
It hasn’t become popular in general purpose microprocessors, but
it appeared attractive for our purposes. Assuming that the target
system has an instruction set, its software can be recompiled into
the connectivity fabric routing commands. The process of executing such software would have alternating phases of configuring
the connectivity fabric and executing modules.

3.

MODEL FUNDAMENTALS

Putting together the outlines described in the previous section,
we formally define platform architecture as a labelled directed
graph A = (V , E , X , Φ) , where V is the set of all platform resources, and E ⊆ V × V captures all possible (allowed) dependencies between them; X is a set of labels that can be assigned to
vertices and edges in various ways by label assignment functions
φ : V ∪ E → X , φ ∈ Φ. For each resource v ∈ V we also define:
Wv – the set of possible resource states (can be infinite), and fv –
its node function, explained later.
An architecture is a loose, overarching agglomeration of concrete configurations. During the lifetime of an architecture instance we can observe the switching of resources, dependencies,
and labelling. A configuration is understood to be a sub-graph
G = (V, E, X, φ ) of A , where V ⊆ V is a set of allocated resources, E ⊆ E are active dependencies between them. Only one
way of labelling φ ∈ Φ, X ⊆ X is allowed per configuration.
This is not sufficient to describe the whole state of the system
though, as the resources may change their internal state over time
as well. The state of the system is defined by a tuple (G,U), where
G is a resource dependency graph, and U is a resource state vector giving for each v ∈ G its state uv ∈ Wv . We know, however,
that the resource graph state space G = (G0 , G1 , . . . , GN ) is finite for a finite architecture A , while the set of different resource
states U = (U0 ,U1 , . . .) may be unbounded. The state space of
the system is a Cartesian product G × U giving an infinite statetransition machine, which is not convenient for a model. Therefore, we want to study two parts separately:
1) Resource graph evolution is a top level transition system that
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init ptrSrc, ptrOut, npixels
for (; npixels > 0; npixels = npixels − 1) {
ptrMask = 0
of fs = 0
res = 0
for (dy = 3; dy > 0; dy = dy − 1) {
for (dx = 3; dx > 0; dx = dx − 1) {
a = M [ptrMask]
ptrMask = ptrMask + 1
b = M [ptrSrc + o f f s]
res = res + a · b
of fs = of fs+1
}
o f f s = o f f s + 256 − 3
}
M [ptrOut] = res
ptrOut = ptrOut + 1
ptrSrc = ptrSrc + 1
}

works on resource dependency graphs. This can be considered
as an FSM where graphs represent states. Transitions between
these graphs do not change the state of resources: (G,U, M) →
(G0 ,U, O) .
2) Resource state evolution is an inner transition system that
operates on resource states: (G,U, O) → (G,U 0 , M) .
Changing between M and O means that both evolutions are alternating (as envisioned by hardware routing and execution phases
in the previous section).
Transitions between resource states are defined using node functions. For each v ∈ G, the node function is defined as fv : (G,U) →
U. Typically, the node function operates on the sub-graph of G
(e.g. the node’s pre-set and post-set) and related projection of the
vector U.

4.

USE CASE EXAMPLE

The method to supply resource graphs to the simulation software has been derived from our hardware vision, described in Section 2. As in Figure 1, we view the simulator modules (resource
nodes) as connected via the connectivity fabric, and the simulator
input parser works as a router. Table 1 shows some commands
for this “router”, which provide step-by-step graph configurations
as well as explicit invocations of resource state transitions. We
call it graph assembly language. Fault injection is done at the
level of graph assembly commands: at the given error rate some
commands are skipped. Possible interpretations are also given
in Table 1.
As an example we simulate an ARM-based system running a
image processing using a convolution algorithm. Given two 3 × 3
matrices, the goal is to multiply them element-wise and sum up
the results. Usually, one of the matrices is a 3 × 3 sub-matrix
of an image being processed and the other matrix, called a kernel or a mask, represents the required image transformation, e.g.,
sharpening or edge detection. This step is applied to all 3 × 3
sub-matrices of a given image, each time producing a value for
a pixel in the resulting image. The implementation working on
a 256×256 grey-scale image is shown in Algorithm 1. Memory
access using pointers is denoted as M [ptr].
This pseudo-code has been translated into ARM assembly language. For every ARM instruction we derive a resource evolution
and translate it into graph assembly language. This is a routine
task since all instructions follow a common pattern. The process
of translation can be done automatically. For instance, line 10
of the algorithm compiles into MLA r8,r9,r10,r8, where registers r8,r9,r10 correspond to the variables res, a, b respectively. This ARM instruction in graph assembly language is shown

Table 1: Some commands of graph assembly language and interpretation of associated faults
command

description

if missed: possible HW failure

a→b
x
a→b
a9b
G = 0/
go!
go to X
if condition go to X

set a dependency between resources a and b
set a labelled dependency between resources
unset a dependency
clear all dependencies
“execute” graph: fire all resource state transitions
continue assembly from label X (jump)
conditional jump

data-path failure due to early clock
data-path failure due to early clock
data is late due to a slack in a single path
old data is kept due to a global clock error
clock or power gating malfunction
program counter error
program counter error or a bit-flipped condition
signal

Algorithm 2 ARM instruction MLA r8,r9,r10,r8 in graph assembly language.
G=
0/
n
r9 → mul
m
r10 → mul
go!

G = n0/

mul → alu_add
m
r8 → alu_add
go!

G = 0/
alu_add → r8
go!

5.

6.

Figure 2: Zoomed fragment of the image and the types of damage:
(a) original, (b) “sharpen” filter with no errors, (c) one pixel error,
(d) pointer update error (shift), (e) corrupted pointer, (f) premature
program termination.
in Algorithm 2.
This sub-instruction level simulation showed the effects of the
injected faults with a high precision. As expected, some faults
made drastic damage to the output while others were almost unnoticeable. Our method allowed us to pinpoint critical errors and
trace them back to ARM instructions and finally the original pseudocode. Figure 2 shows the types of errors observed in the output
image. Sub-figures (a) and (b) display the original image and the
flawless result. Case (c) error happens when the computation of
a single pixel goes wrong, i.e. the fault happens between lines 2
and 15 of the Algorithm 1 – this is the most frequent of errors.
In case (d) the pointer increment did not compute due to a fault in
the lines 16 or 17. Case (e) also relates to a fault in these lines, but
in a more subtle way: a missed “go!” instruction during addition
in line 17 causes the adder’s previous value, which at the moment
equals to ptrOut, to be copied into ptrSrc. Such an effect can be
observed only in a sub-instruction level of simulation, provided
by ArchOn. The last case of error, shown in Figure 2(f), is caused
by a failure in the main loop condition in line 1 leading to the
premature exit from the loop.
In general, we believe the method can be automated and used
to analyse large software and hardware systems, much larger than
the given toy example. The next step is to provide a method of applying the collected knowledge in order to improve the reliability
and survivability of the system. The most straightforward solution
may imply duplicating most critical resource relations.

CONCLUSION

The ArchOn method is developed to help designers of complex
systems with multiple design objectives. It is based on a unique
resource dependency graph approach.
As an application of this modelling method, we proposed an
experiment of injecting faults at the level of resource dependencies in order to explore the impact on the system’s reliability. The
given image processing example proved to be quite stable: most
frequent errors were localised to a single pixel damage. However,
critical points were detected including a very subtle one.
The method can be automated and the collected knowledge can
be used to improve survivability of hardware-software systems.
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